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rom Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia: “A kludge (or
kluge) is a clumsy or inelegant solution to a problem. In engineering, a kludge is a workaround using unrelated parts cobbled
together.”
Lately, I’ve found that my occupation and/or hobby is Web programming. Morning, noon and night, I’m hammering out code to work
around one strange Web reaction or another. It’s some of the most
frustrating programming work because the Web itself is a kludge. It
is a patchwork of computers and programming languages that have
different sets of rules for different circumstances. Most Web programmers find themselves working in at least three diverse languages simultaneously: the server language that has names like
PHP, Perl and Java; the basic, mostly-static browser language called
HTML; and the let’s-do-something-inside-the-browser language called
JavaScript, not to be confused (although it always is) with the previously mentioned “real” programming language Java.
By necessity, all of these types of languages must interact in a way
that makes a very messy environment for work. Their various peculiarities have the programmer hopping between reference manuals
to verify the correct syntax of each language, lest there be a cryptic
JavaScript error message or, even worse, no error message at all. If
only from noting this initial working situation, it is easy to see why
the Web must be a kludge. But the complexity doesn’t stop here.
The various browsers—Internet Explorer, Netscape, Firefox, Safari
and others—all have their particular outlook and interpretation of
the world. What works for programming for one browser may not
even be available for another. Chances are, a clever solution for a
problem in Internet Explorer (a language that is a little more tolerant of sloppy programming) will leave a Firefox user baffled. That
means that a Web designer must look at the effects of code in as
many of the various browsers as possible to create some consistency in output to the user’s screen.
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It is no wonder that so many computer-science types shy away
from Web programming. Working with the Web requires a high tolerance for ambiguity, and I have yet to see a solution that looked
like anything other than a Rube Goldberg machine. Now, with
names like AJAX and AHAH being added to the Web programming
mix, we have new tools with which to build our contraptions and
produce more bugs.

Advertising

My son, who also does a great deal of Web programming, has his
own philosophy about the responsibilities of a programmer: When
something doesn’t work the way you want it to work, it’s a bug!
And, it’s the code writer’s responsibility to fix it! It doesn’t matter
that the combination of strange languages and environs is causing
the problem. It’s a bug! And you have to fix it. I don’t feel that I
should be responsible for the inadequacies of so many variable languages and browsers, but it’s a bug, and I have to fix it.
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So, next time you’re on Google or Yahoo! and that JavaScript error
window pops up, don’t scorn the Web programmers who wrote the
code. They are dealing with the same kludge as everyone else—
although it is a bug, and they should fix it.
Jack Dunning, Publisher
edletters@computoredge.com
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Nothing New
■ [Regarding Kirk Kirksey’s June 23 Back to
Basics, “The Trouble With
Vista: Why Microsoft’s
New Operating System
Will Probably Suck,”] I
remember in 1999 I wrote a
college paper about Microsoft not delivering on its
promises. There comes a
time when the project manager puts a release date out
there and cannot ask for
any more money. Therefore, the users become the
beta testers.
In February/March of
2000, Microsoft announced
that Service Pack 1 would
be available in June. The
company has always
released buggy software,
going back to the DOS
days. Very few users today
would remember the disaster DOS 4.01 was.
We love our computers,
so we will keep buying the
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software and making the
necessary upgrades. I don’t
think you will find many
people willing to truly go
“Back to Basics.”
Joseph Jordan

proving knowledge in specific courses that then lead to
a degree. There are two ways
this can generally be done:
examination and portfolio.
There are fully accredited
American universities that
allow unlimited credit using
these methods. For more
details, please reference the
articles at www.degreeinfo
.com/articles.html.
Bill Huffman

Experience Translates
Into Credits
■ [This letter is in regard to
the June 23 article, “Life
Experience Translates Into
College Degrees.”]
The idea of translating
knowledge into college credit is valid. The author just
suggests the wrong way to
go about converting experience/knowledge into college
credits. The valid way is

Diploma Mills
■ [Regarding the June 23
article, “Life Experience
Translates Into College
Degrees,” this piece contained] a shameful parade
of degree mills and bogus
“accreditation” agencies.
This piece isn’t just misleading, it could be disastrous for someone who follows its advice, since these
fake degrees are illegal to
use in many states. The

www.computoredge.com

article should be retracted.
Steve Foerster, Academic
Advisor, Southeastern University,Washington, D.C.

Another Perspective
■ [This letter is in regard to
the June 23 article, “Life
Experience Translates Into
College Degrees.”]
These days, a little added
spice in the résumé is a welcome thing. This could be
something hot! It was not
something that I was aware
of at all, and I really appreciate learning about it.
Thanks!
D. Fischer
Send e-mail to edletters
@computoredge.com. Letters received may be edited for length and clarity.
We regret that we cannot
respond individually to
submissions.
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DAVE
Dear Digital Dave,
How do I make my Web
pages display in a maximized window instead of a
minimized one?
Anthony
Denver, CO
Dear Anthony,
The icon you click on to
start your Web browser is
almost surely a shortcut.
The real program is buried
somewhere in the Programs folder where it’s
really inconvenient. The
icon on your desktop,
taskbar or Start menu is
what you are using.
That’s good, because
shortcuts can be customized to start your application program (like your
Web browser) the way you
want. You just have to tell
it what you want.
Right-click on the icon

you use to start your Web
browser. Pick the Properties item from the menu
that pops up. Click the
Shortcut tab, if it isn’t
already open.
There is an item in the
middle of the window
called Run:. You can select
three ways to start up your
application: Normal Window, Minimize, and Maximize. Normal Window
should be the default.
If you use the Normal
Window setting, your
browser should open at the
same size as when you
closed it. Having multiple
browser windows open at
once, however, can really
confuse things here.
If you want to force your
browser to open to a full
screen, then select the Maximize option. This way,
you’ll know what you’re
going to get each time.
Digital Dave
Dear Digital Dave,
A few weeks ago, your
column included a letter
from a person who was
enthusiastic about a bugfinding program called
Spy Sweeper by Webroot.
The letter stated that you
could download the program and try it out for a
period of 15 days, I
believe, to decide if you
wanted to buy it.
The letter said that during this test period, the
program would scan your
computer, find the prob-

Digital Dave’s Tip
I

answered a question last week about e-mails without
the Subject line being filled in. I advised that the vast
majority of such e-mail is spam, and it should just be
deleted. If it’s spam, it’s better to not even open the message—just flush it out of your system.
What if you send an important message and discover
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lems, and then remove
them. You thought this
sounded great, but when I
downloaded and tested the
software, it said it found
problems, but would not
rectify them until I paid!
The program took
hours to find the problems, only to announce
that it wouldn’t remove the
bugs without payment.
I’m sure other people
have experienced this,
shall I say, scam, with
similar programs.
Aubrey Stone
Dear Aubrey,
I went back and tried Spy
Sweeper again by redownloading it from the Web site,
and found a similar disappointment. It is frustrating to
spend the time trying a new
product, to find that it is
only a demo and can’t complete the activity.
It seems that many companies are using this tactic
to break into a market. They
give away their product to
the first few people, and
then tighten up the restrictions until everyone pays.
Such software depends
on word-of-mouth advertising (and suckering a few
columnists) instead of
spending big bucks on ads.
For a small company, it
might be the only advertising it can afford.
This try-it-and-get-stuck
experience might be frustrating, but consider the
alternative. If you bought
one of the major-brand spy-

ware-removal products, it
would come in a shrinkwrapped package. You
would have to fork out your
money to even get to try it.
What if you paid,
unwrapped, and then found
that the product did not
remove the spyware that
has been plaguing your
computer? You are out
your money and your time.
At least with Spy Sweeper you get to try it to see if it
finds the nasty spyware on
your hard drive. You might
not be able to remove it
until you part with money,
but at least you know it
works before you do.
Digital Dave
Dear Digital Dave,
In the June 2 column,
you answered a question
from Joel about wireless
routers and splitting a
100Mbps line into two. You
stated that if someone were
to use a microwave oven or
2.4GHz phone, they would
not have any signal.
I would like to point out
that this is not entirely true.
While it is true that there
would be some degradation of the signal, it would
be so minor as to be almost
unnoticeable. I know. I
have been using wireless
since it first came out.
I have used a microwave oven within 10 feet
of my router, with absolutely no noticeable effect
on performance. I also
(continued on page 10)

that you haven’t filled in the Subject line? Well, if it’s so
important, why didn’t you review the message before hitting the Send button? It’s a good practice, and if you get
in the habit, it saves some embarrassment.
But what if you already launched? If the message really is
important, I would resend the message with the proper Subject listed. You might look like a dummy, but at least then
you know your message will get through. You might look
like a bigger dummy if you fail to deliver your message. ❏

www.computoredge.com
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DAVE
(continued from page 8)

routinely talk on my
2.4GHz phone while surfing the Net, no more than
an arm’s reach from my
wireless adapter.
With today’s wireless
technology, any degradation of the signal will be
so minor that the average
user would never notice.
When you caution someone about this very minor
detail, it may steer someone
away from wireless, when
wireless is the way to go.
Chris
Littleton, CO
Dear Chris,
I never said you would
have no signal. I said there
is the possibility of interference from various
sources to a Wi-Fi installation. I was in no way trying

to discourage people from
using wireless networking
—only pointing out some
possible pitfalls and suggesting what to do to avoid
or minimize them.
The point is that
802.11b/g operates in the
same radio frequency band
as some cordless phones
and almost all microwave
ovens. If all the devices in
your house or office are
designed to the highest
standards, they will not
bother each other.
The problem is that there
are lots of wireless devices
out there that could be of
higher quality, and the loser
is usually the data rate on
the Wi-Fi link. The good
news is that it’s usually pretty easy to avoid the problem
by moving the devices to
get some separation, or just
waiting until the popcorn is
popped to download that
huge video file.

You must have a
microwave oven that does
a good job of containing
the radio waves. Brandnew microwave ovens are
allowed to leak up to half a
watt of radio energy, which
is far more power than
your Wi-Fi transmitter.
When you get your
microwave oven home and
the seal between the door
and the cabinet gets dirty,
the FCC allows leakage of
up to 1 watt. That’s a lot of
power to a radio.
The amount of leakage
from a microwave oven is
also dependent on what you
are cooking inside. If you are
heating water for tea, then
the majority of microwave
radio energy is immediately
absorbed by the water.
If you are popping the
infamous popcorn, a lot
more of the energy can
bounce around inside the
oven cavity, which means

there is more opportunity
for it to leak out through
the door seals.
So, the point is, with
microwave oven interference, if you are working at
home, it is only a minor irritation at worst. On the other
hand, if your office depends
on a Wi-Fi network and
your desk is on the other
side of the wall from the
lunchroom microwave
oven, you might be knocked
off the network for an
extended period at break
and lunch time.
The solution could be as
simple as moving the WiFi access point closer to
your desk and keeping the
door seals on the
microwave oven clean.
Knowing the problem and
understanding possible
solutions can turn a seemingly impossible situation
into not such a big deal.
Digital Dave

❏

DIGITAL DAVE de•fines:
GAME TRAILER: Just as you see movie trailers that show you the highlights of a film and the
principal actors, there are game trailers, as well,
also known as previews or teasers. Since highspeed Internet access is in many homes, watching short video clips on your computer screen is
the fastest way to get the feel of a new game.
See how smooth the action is, how detailed the
graphics are, and hear the sound effects firsthand. One advantage of a game trailer over a
game demo is that it’s quick to download and
view, instead of having to download and install
the full game that then litters up your hard drive.
You also don’t have to waste time reading the
instructions to learn how to play the game before
even getting to see the action. For tons of game
trailers, visit the PC page on IGN (pc.ign.com).

GAMENEXT: Do you want to download lots
of game demos to evaluate? If so, you might
want to check out Gamenext (www.gamenext
.com). The site has lots and lots of games to
pass out to its visitors. Most of these are
demos, but demos tend to have all the features—you just can’t use them all. All of this is
to protect the game author from getting ripped
off by consumers who would cheat him out of
a few pennies in order to play a game for free.
10 August 4, 2006

SOLITAIRE: Who would have thought that
the card game known for boring play would be
such a hit as a computer game? I mean, come
on! Solitaire is a game for people who have literally nothing better to do. It’s designed to kill
time. Take that same game and translate it to
the computer screen, and people can’t get
enough of it. If you should fall in love with this
game and get caught playing it on company
time and get fired, you won’t be the first one
by a long shot. Solitaire on the computer has
got to have more versions than any other computer game. You even get one version of it free
as part of the Windows distribution.
SUDOKU: How many ways can you arrange
the digits 1 through 9? Now, how many ways
can you scramble up nine sets of nine digits?
The trick of Sudoku is to sort out the placement
of these nine digits on a board of nine-by- nine
squares so that every row, column and sub-block
of nine squares contains all nine digits. The
game comes as a printed puzzle in the newspaper or as a screen on a Web page. A few of the
squares are already filled in with the given numbers. Your task is to fill in the rest to satisfy the
rules. It’s really a very simple game, but it can be
a devil to finish. One source of Sudoku games is
www.computoredge.com

a program you can get from Sudoku.com (www
.sudoku.com). It will generate a new Sudoku
game every time, since the games are generated
randomly from scratch. You can solve the problem right on the screen, or print it out and go at it
with a pencil. Of course, don’t miss the Sudoku
game on the ComputorEdge Web site
(www.computor edge.com). Look for this week’s
game on the left side of the table of contents.

WALKTHROUGH: Don’t have time to
waste on games that have dead-end gameplay?
Then a game walkthrough might be the way to
find out what is in store in a game before you
tie up endless hours trying to sort out the
gameplay. This is not like a cheat, where you
are clued in on the sneaky little things you
need to know to complete the game. This is
more like a big-picture look at how the gameplay progresses so you can evaluate it. Sort of
like an extremely detailed critique of a movie.
You get a general sense of the plot without giving away the surprise ending. Check out any of
the big game Web sites, and look for the term
“walkthrough,” possibly under the FAQ. ❏
(For more of Dave’s definitions,
visit www.computoredge.com.)
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So, You Want to
Learn to Play Texas Hold’em
By Kirk Kirksey

H

ere’s what the American writer
Mark Twain had to say about
poker: “There are few things that are
so unpardonably neglected in our
country as poker. The upper class
knows very little about it. Now and
then, you find ambassadors who have
sort of a general knowledge of the
game, but the ignorance of the people
is fearful. Why, I have known clergymen, good men, kindhearted, liberal,
sincere and all that, who did not
know the meaning of a ‘flush.’ It is
enough to make one ashamed of
one’s species.”
If Mr. Twain were alive today, he
would rejoice in the explosion of his
favorite game. After wiping the cobwebs from his eyes, the writer, poet
and pundit would undoubtedly start
searching for the nearest friendly
table. He would be in for a surprise.
Draw and stud poker were the
games Mark Twain knew. No more.
Across the country, Texas hold’em
has become the poker game of
choice. Twain (never a waster of
time) would want to know how he
could learn this new poker game as
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quickly as possible. The answer: Go
back to Hannibal, Missouri, and find
a computer with a high-speed Internet
connection. The Web is where Twain
would find a treasure trove of Texas
hold’em learning materials written by
the best minds in the game.
In the Beginning and Beyond
Some say poker comes from a
German game called “pochen,”
which means to knock. Others
believe a French bluffing card game
called “poque” found its way to New
Orleans in the early 1700s and turned
into poker. Whatever the origin, the
game was Americanized and morphed into a collection of card games
that we call poker.
No one knows the precise origins
of Texas hold’em. Most experts agree
the game did originate in Texas
sometime in the early 1900s. It was
probably first played in Robstown,
Texas, just north of Houston. By the
1920s, Texas hold’em was being
dealt in the gaming parlors and back
alleys of Dallas’ Deep Ellum district.
In the 1960s, Texas gamblers like
www.computoredge.com

Amarillo Slim and Doyle Brunson
had taken Texas hold’em to Las
Vegas. Benny Binion opened the
Horseshoe Hotel and Casino in the
1970s, and Texas hold’em, with Binion’s help, began shooting toward its
zenith. Hold’em tournaments were
under way in Las Vegas, but Binion
wanted some changes. He knew
Texas hold’em was a fast-moving
game. He devised a high-stakes
hold’em tournament, with betting and
other techniques designed to yield
stupendous pots and fast winners.
Soon, Binion and the Horseshoe
were hosting the World Series of
Poker, the premiere hold’em event
for players and spectators alike. The
rest—poker on TV, computers, and
cell phones—as they say, is history.
Fundamentals
For the purist, the game of poker is
based on the highest value of a fivecard hand. Real poker players (like
my father) bristle when a pathetically
uninitiated boob calls anything
else—like acey-deucy, Apache, Dr.
(continued on page 14)
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Hold’em
(continued from page 12)

Pepper, and even blackjack—poker.
Over the years, Americans have
devised different dealing schemes
(e.g., five-card stud, draw poker,
sweat). True. Each of these poker variants has given rise to different bluffing,
betting and card-counting strategies,
but each is based on winning with the
best five cards. The five-card winning
hand remains the essence of Texas
hold’em. On the surface, Texas
hold’em is a form of stud poker.
In Texas hold’em, shelling out
money starts before the cards are
dealt. In other forms of poker, this
may be called the “ante.” In hold’em,
this round is called the “blinds.” Usually, the player to the immediate left
of the dealer puts half the minimum
bet into the pot. The second player
on the dealer’s left puts up the last
blind, which is usually equal to the
full amount of the table’s minimum
bet. With blind money in the pot,
there is a reason to play.
Each player is dealt two cards
facedown. These are called the “hole
cards.” Next, the “flop” is dealt—
three community cards dealt face up
in the middle of the table. A round of
betting takes place, beginning with
the person sitting at the dealer’s left.
Next, the “fourth street,” or “turn,” is
dealt—a fourth community card.
More betting. The last community
card, called “fifth street” or the
“river,” is dealt. Players try to form a

winning five-card hand by combining their two hole cards and the three
community cards. After a final round
of betting, the winner is revealed.
Learning the Game
Learning to play Texas hold’em is
easy. Learning to win—that’s another
story. Experts spend a lifetime perfecting their hold’em technique. Before
you mortgage the house, pawn the
family jewels, buy a black T-shirt and
head to the World Series of Poker,
take a little time to research the mysteries of the game. You’ll be surprised
how complex—not to mention expensive—the world of Texas hold’em can
be. Check out these resources before
you bet your first flop.
Positively Fifth Street, by James
McManus (Picador, 2003): In 2000,
McManus, a writer, was sent by
Harpers Magazine to cover the
World Series of Poker in Las Vegas.
An avid hold’em player, he spent his
advance on the entry fee and played
several impressive rounds before
being defeated.
His book is multifaceted. He
describes his own experience, but
also delves into the seedier side of
the Binion family. His description of
strategy and his profiles of top
hold’em players yield a wealth of
knowledge about the game.
Texas Holdem Poker (texashold
em-poker.com): This site is more of a
portal to online hold’em sites, but
there is some good information to be
found here. There are links to rules
and a bit about hold’em strategy and
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betting techniques. You can also find
links to player interviews, poker etiquette, odds calculators, and more.
Wilson Software Turbo Texas
Hold’em (www.wilsonsoftware.com):
Do some serious searching for Texas
hold’em training aids, and Wilson
Software is the name you’ll find.
Wilson Software produces a suite of
hold’em training tools, including
Turbo Texas Hold’em, a tournament
version, Hold’em Lite, Insider Tips
for Texas Hold’em, and The Little
Green Book of Hold’em. With the
Turbo product, the student learns by
playing. The tools let you create
players with different betting and
style profiles, a custom hand analyzer, advice on beating the “rake”
(money removed by the house before
each hand is played), and more.
If you are serious about learning
hold’em, Wilson Software is considered one of the best tools around.
The online price for Turbo Hold’em,
at this writing, is $59.95.
*
*
*
Mark Twain would love Texas
hold’em. For those who have a hankerin’ to learn the game and play, the
Internet offers a treasure trove of
information, training aids, free games,
and online poker parlors. If you do
decide to jump into the hold’em fray,
don’t be surprised if you see a shadowy figure wandering around floor,
watching the play. He’ll be sporting a
walrus mustache, wearing a rumpled
linen suit, and holding a long black
“see-gar.” If you see this fellow, tell
old Mr. Twain hello for me.
❏
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The Virtual Card Table
By Stace Johnson

A

man sits cross-legged on a hotel
bed, 1,200 miles from home, a
notebook computer on his lap. The
glow from the computer screen is the
only light in the room. As he reaches
to take a drink of diet soda, his computer speaks enthusiastically.
“Canasta! No wilds!” A splash of
art-deco shapes and colors displays
“Meld Out,” and the computer starts
counting up two scores.
Shaking his head, he types on the
keyboard:
NH, honey. UR really good @
this game.
A few seconds later, a reply comes
back:
TY, sweetheart. :-* Wanna play
again?
Though riddled with chat room
shorthand, the above exchange describes a very real connection between
a husband and wife. He’s on a business trip, she’s at home, but they can
still get together and play a game in
real time thanks to Pogo (www.pogo
.com), Electronic Arts’ (www.eagames
.com) online casual game portal.

of time to complete. Casual games
can be played either interactively
(online) or individually, through a
software download. According to the
IGDA, or International Game Developers Association (www.igda.org), a
non-profit organization dedicated to
promoting a sense of community
among game developers, the casual
gaming business has grown from
nearly nothing in 2002 to a $600 million industry in 2004.
Projections for 2008 indicate that
casual gaming may top $2 billion in
the United States alone, making it
one of the fastest-growing markets in
computer gaming.

Many Portals
Where there’s money, there’s
development. Dozens of Web sites
exist that allow people to play interactive casual games, among them
AOL Games (games.aol.com),
MSN Zone (zone.msn.com), and
Yahoo! Games (games.yahoo.com),
as well as the aforementioned Pogo.
All of these sites feature puzzle,
card and board games, as well as
member interaction through online
Casual Gaming
chat and in-site messaging. The
Is Big Business
Casual gaming is a general term sites also offer subscription serdescribing computer games that are vices, which allow users to play
easy to learn, feature simple controls, exclusive member games, reducing
and don’t require a large investment the amount of advertising delivered

to their screens.
Significant game-content crossover
exists on these sites, particularly in the
category of downloadable games,
which are developed by third parties
and then marketed through the online
portals. AOL has partnered with Pogo
to allow AOL members to play some
subscription-only Pogo games for
free each month. If the members like
the games, they can purchase Club
Pogo subscriptions and have unlimited access to Pogo’s subscription-only
games.
Market Diversity
When the subject of computer
gaming comes up, the first image
that often comes to mind is the
stereotypical teenager or young adult
(usually male) sitting in front of a
console game in the living room.
However, in the world of casual
gaming, that demographic is not
accurate. For the last several years,
the typical casual gamers have been
between the ages of 35 and 50. In the
most recent statistics from the
IGDA, roughly two-thirds of the
gamers in the above age group are
female, and those women spend an
average of 9.1 hours per week playing casual games, compared with 6.1
hours per week for the men in this
age group.
As a result, casual games are
designed to have a greater appeal to
women than men, but they are not so
strongly feminine in design as to
alienate men.
(continued on page 18)
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Virtual
(continued from page 16)

Resurgence of Classic Games
A number of games that were experiencing a decline in popularity 10
years ago are now undergoing a
renaissance, due in large part to the
casual gaming sector. With games like
bridge, canasta, pinochle, dominoes,
and gin available online—and easy to
learn—many people who might never
have played these games before have
the opportunity to learn them.
In addition, senior citizens (up to
17 percent of the casual gaming market) who already know how to play
those games now have the ability to
play them without the need for travel.
Also, games like euchre, which have
long enjoyed popularity in specific
geographic areas, are expanding to
find new players all over the world.
More Social Than Competitive
Although competition certainly

exists between players on casual gaming sites, there is much more of a
social-interaction aspect than a competitive one. It’s not unusual for people to use these games as a method for
connecting with family in other states
or countries, as in the example at the
beginning of this article. The social
aspect of casual games even provides
a way for military men and women to
interact with spouses and children
from half a world away, as demonstrated in a Pogo game room recently.
For those interested in the achievement aspect of the games, portals
offer rewards in the form of badges
(signifying completion of a specific
challenge), tokens (which can be
spent on in-game items or used for
non-cash gambling), and tournaments. Tournaments, whether individually sponsored or sanctioned by the
parent gaming site, allow users to
compete against each other for ingame or real-world prizes. In addition, the gamer carries the status of
being a tournament participant, and

Got VOIP?
Voice over IP phone systems can save you
thousands of dollars per month on your
telecommunications bill.
Cut your telephone bill by up to 75%.
Proven to work with
large multi-office
environments.
Get a FREE cost
analysis to see if we
can save you money
using one of the
most cutting-edge
Voice over IP technologies available.

maybe even a champion.
Always a Game On
Whether users participate in casual
gaming for the prestige, the virtual
rewards, the social interaction, or just
to spend a relaxing few minutes playing a quick game or two, it’s clear that
a healthy market exists for these
games. At any given time, on any of
the major casual gaming portals, people can find 100,000 to half a million
people who share their gaming interests. Spouses can connect, friends can
meet, and maybe even grandparents
can teach their grandchildren how to
play games they used to play when
they were kids.
The card table may be virtual, but
the connection can still be real.
Stace Johnson is an IBM field
technician, writer, and musician in
Colorado. Links to resources for this
article are on the ComputorEdge
page of his Web site, www.lytspeed
.com.
❏
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Puzzling, MindChallenging Web Sites

Friends (the television show), the
WWF, the 1970s, U.S. presidents,
James Bond, The Brady Bunch,
Seinfeld, Pokeman, and Barbie dolls.
Quizland is also home of the Daily
Quizshow, where each day there’s a
new game consisting of three ranBy Maryellen Cicione
domly chosen rounds of 10 questions
For instance, Sploofus (www.sploo each, and the Crossword of the Day,
re you a trivia buff? A Sudoku
enthusiast? A crossword puzzle fus.com), a free online trivia game, where a different fully interactive
aficionado? If so, you’re probably awards Sploofus points for correct crossword puzzle can be found every
among the millions of Americans answers. Not only does the site test day.
devoted to the crossword puzzle in your knowledge, but also your ability
Puzzles to Ponder
their daily newspaper, an avid player as a fast thinker. Top players in each
If
puzzles
are more your thing,
trivia
category
(and
there
are
more
than
of an electronic puzzle game, or a
regular customer of the latest puzzle 15 of them, including a Kids Only cate- you’ll find a large mix of Web sites
or trivia book at the local newsstand gory, with thousands of trivia games in that offer daily crossword puzzles and
or market. But, while putting pencil each section) are listed on the Sploofus other creative mind puzzles that go
beyond the traditional crossword or
to paper has long been the traditional Leader Board.
jigsaw puzzle. You could say that Inmethod for doing puzzles, the Interternet puzzle creators are giving new
Trivia Challenges
net is fast becoming a major player in
Another Web site with a wealth of meaning to thinking out of the box.
the puzzle and game industry.
With most of these sites, you can
In the virtual world, where a com- trivia games is Fun Trivia (www.fun
puter mouse takes the place of the trivia.com), billed as the world’s solve the puzzles directly in your
writing instrument of choice, and the largest trivia and quiz site. The site Web browser, with nothing to downcomputer screen substitutes for the features more than 65,456 trivia load. But some sites, like BestCrossnewspaper or book, online puzzle games and quizzes in 9,908 cate- words.com (www.bestcrosswords
and trivia Web sites are growing gories. Fun Trivia also has a Global .com) and Puzzle Choice (www.puzz
faster than you can solve an easy Trivia Challenge, where thousands of lechoice.com), offer both online and
crossword puzzle. Best of all, you people from around the world play printable crossword puzzles, a convecan play for free, with some sites each day, along with public tourna- nient option for those who want to
ments with hourly, daily and regional take their puzzles on the go.
requiring only registration.
At Puzzles.com (www.puzzles
What’s more, online sites are taking competitions.
With the Internet having no limi- .com), noted as the world’s best
puzzles and trivia games to a whole
new dimension, turning what are usu- tations, there are puzzle and trivia resource for puzzling on the Internet,
ally solo games into worldwide com- sites that cater to just about every the Puzzle Playground section offers
petition, where individuals can com- interest, theme or hobby. One site a wide range of puzzles, among them
pete against other puzzle experts and that has an assortment of contempo- word puzzles, checkerboard puzzles,
earn the distinction of “top puzzler” rary trivia is Quizland (www.quiz coin puzzles, geometrical puzzles,
for acquiring the most points or solv- land.com). Among the more popular math and logic puzzles, trangrams,
trivia game themes are Elvis Presley, folding puzzles, and many others.
ing the puzzle in the fastest time.
✂
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Another site worth a visit is JigZone (www.jigzone.com), where you
can select your level of difficulty,
from a simple six-piece cut to a challenging 247-piece cut.
If you are among the growing
community of Sudoku fans, then the
original Sudoku Puzzle Web site
(www.sudoku.org.uk) is for you.
Here, you’ll get your puzzle fix with
the Daily Sudoku Competition,
where you compete among top players from the United States, United
Kingdom, Belgium, Australia and
Spain. Prizes are awarded to the top
Sudoku experts based on the most
correct entries.
New to the Sudoku world is the
Daily Jigsaw Sudoku, which is also
designed as a competition where you
can choose to participate against others or go solo. The jigsaw puzzle is
similar to traditional Sudoku, except
that there are boxes in strange shapes.
Like Sudoku, the Daily Jigsaw
Sudoku is challenging and requires
some good strategizing.

turned the site into one of the largest
and most popular Web sites on the
Internet.
Mind Fun, a popular online mind
game Web site because of its comprehensive collection of word puzzles,
trivia questions and other games, was
created by Mike Dupee, who many
may remember as the 1996 Jeopardy
Champion of Champions.
Trivial Pursuit, the online version,
maintains the successful categories of
the original board game. You have
three chances to correctly answer a
question from either the People and

No matter what
type of puzzle you like, or
which category of trivia is
your expertise, the Internet
is a great place to feed your
mind-game craze.

Places, Arts and Entertainment, Science and Nature, Sports and Leisure,
or Wild Card category. And there’s
no shouting out the answers in the
Brain Teasers
Three other great sites to test your online version. Rather, you have to
aptitude are BrainBashers (www.brain type them in, adding yet another
bashers.com), Mind Fun (www.mind challenging dimension to this mentalfun.com), and the online version of the ly stimulating trivia game.
popular board game Trivial Pursuit
Chat or Blog About
(www.trivialpursuit.com).
Your Puzzle and Trivia Interests
Kevin Stone, an applied mathePerhaps just as popular as the puzmatician from England, started
BrainBashers in 1997. His thou- zle and trivia sites themselves are the
sands of ingenious and challenging associated blogs, live chats and bulpuzzles, from crossword and jigsaw letin boards. At TwistyPuzzles.com
to logic and cryptograms, have (www.twistypuzzles.com), puzzle

lovers and collectors post and
exchange ideas in a forum for all
those interested in 3-D puzzles. Fun
Trivia (www.funtrivia.com), on the
other hand, provides local boards, so
visitors can find and arrange to meet
other puzzlers and trivia buffs in
their area for a local game night.
While most trivia and puzzle Web
sites offer some form of online community, you can also type in “crossword puzzle blogs” or “trivia blogs”
on your favorite search engine and
receive hundreds of online essays
related to puzzles and trivia. One
particularly good blog directory is
Globe of Blogs (www.globeofblogs
.com), complete with a search box to
connect puzzle and trivia enthusiasts
to blogs written by other avid puzzlers.
Another good directory is Blogger
(www.blogger.com), where you can
connect with other puzzle and trivia
enthusiasts, or create your own blog
for free in three easy steps.
*
* *
No matter what type of puzzle you
like, or which category of trivia is
your expertise, the Internet is a great
place to feed your mind-game craze.
Besides having fun with challenging
puzzles and trivia games, you’ll
enjoy friendly competition from others with similar interests, as well as
engage in stimulating conversation.
Once you find an online puzzle or
trivia community that you enjoy,
there’s no doubt that you will become
connected for life with solving puzzling situations!
❏
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Retrogaming on the Mac
By James Alguire
Arcade-a-Tron
Arcade video games started in the
1970s with Computer Space and
Pong, and surged with the popularity
of Space Invaders, Asteroids, Donkey Kong, and Pac-Man.
The best arcade emulator for playing classic arcade games on the Mac
is the free MacMAME (www.mac
mame.org), ported to the Mac by
Brad Oliver from the MAME (multiple arcade machine emulator) pro-

O

ne way I relax between various activities is by playing
video games. And, while I enjoy a
good first-person shooter (like
Quake or Unreal Tournament) as
much as the next person, sometimes I have a hankering to play the
old arcade games that consumed
large numbers of my quarters. Yes,
the graphics are nothing compared
to the latest computer and console
games available today, but the simple, straightforward gameplay of
classic video games is still hard to
beat.
Playing older arcade and console
games is called retrogaming, and
while playing games on the actual
arcade or console hardware provides
the most authentic experience, it can
be expensive or difficult, as arcade
and home video game consoles can
be costly and difficult to find. Emulators, then, are the way to get that nostalgic video game experience on the
Mac.
up to

80% off Software

There are
three things to
consider before you
start retrogaming
using emulators.
ject. It was originally developed in
1996 by Nicola Salmoria (www
.mame.net).
MAME was started to preserve
arcade games on the brink of extinction, as arcade console motherboards were repurposed for newer
games or just scrapped. MacMAME
emulates several thousand arcade
games from publishers like Midway,
Sega, Konami, and Taito (to name a
few).
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Nintendo Nation
A big fan of classic home console
video games (Atari 2600, Sega Genesis, or Nintendo and Super Nintendo)? These game consoles can also
be emulated on the Mac.
Richard Bannister (www.bannis
ter.org/software/emu.htm) has
one of the largest collections of
home video game console emulators—everything from Nintendo
(Nestopia) and Sega Genesis (Generator or Genesis Plus) to Game
Boy (KiGB). All but one of his 27
emulators are free to use.
There is also Stella (stella.source
forge.net), an Atari 2600 emulator,
and MESS (www.mess.org), which
emulates most of the home video
game consoles, as well as several
early personal computers, such as the
Commodore 64 and Amiga.
Video game emulators can also
be downloaded from Emulation.net
(emulation.victoly.com), which provides a wide range of console,
arcade and other emulators; Emuscene (www.emuscene.com), which
has links to many emulators, including those for Capcom and NeoGeo;
or Version Tracker (www.version
tracker.com), where you just per-
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email: mail@allstatesmailing.com
PICK-UP & DELIVERY
7756 Arjons Dr., San Diego, CA 92126
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form a search for “emulator” to get
the list. Many emulators are freeware, but several are shareware and
will need to be registered (pay a
small fee for a registration or serial
number) to continue using after the
trial period.
Emulators are typically controlled
using the keyboard, although many
support standard mouse and joystick
controllers, as well. A more authentic
arcade or console experience is
achieved using products by XArcade (www.xgaming.com), which
provides a number of authentic
arcade joystick and trackball controllers that connect to the Mac via
USB. The controllers range in price
from $80 to $130.
Getting Dumped
There are three things to consider
before you start retrogaming using
emulators. First, to play games, the
video game emulators need the actual
game data (saved as digital files in a
ZIP archive). Arcade game data was
originally stored in ROMs on the
game’s motherboard (although some
later games also used laser discs and
hard drives), requiring the removal of
the ROMs and dumping the contents
to a data file that MacMAME can use.
A home video game console’s
game data is stored in ROMs in cartridges normally inserted into the

game console. This data can also be
dumped to a data file that emulators
can use, with the correct equipment.
ROM dumping, as it’s called, is
beyond the technical skills of most
Mac users, and it requires the appropriate hardware and access to the
game data ROMs, so it’s unlikely
you’ll get the games that way.
Members or supporters of the various emulation projects with the technical know-how, equipment, and
access to arcade game motherboards
or console cartridges, have dumped
game data for many arcade and console games, and have made the files

In spite of these
issues, retrogaming
can still be an enjoyable
way to connect to the
video game past.
available via the Internet. It’s not difficult to find and download the ROM
files, but that leads us to the next issue.

held by the game’s publishers. There
is some gray area here, particularly
for games whose publishers have
gone out of business.
But, while game ROMs can be
found on the Internet using search
engines like Google, services like
Usenet newsgroups, or peer-to-peer
file sharing, in general you can legally use the ROM files for a game only
if you already own the arcade game
or the console cartridge of that game.
One organization, Star ROMs, was
negotiating with license holders of
various arcade and console games
and selling the games legitimately
from its Web site (www.starroms
.com) for about $2 each; however the
Star ROMs site appears to be down
as of this writing.
Finally, some video game emulators also require BIOS ROM data in
addition to game data in order to
function properly. This BIOS data is
typically proprietary and can’t be
legally dumped without permission
from the company that created the
game hardware. All NeoGeo emulators have this problem.
In spite of these issues, retrogaming can still be an enjoyable way to
connect to the video game past.

Who’s Your Data?
Most game data (i.e., ROM files)
is not licensed for use with software
emulators. In fact, the dumping of
game data from ROMs may be illegal under the Digital Millennium
James Alguire is a writer, Apple
Copyright Act (DMCA) and the Certified Mac consultant, and traincopyright or licensing agreements er. e-mail jalguire @inkdrop.com. ❏
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Surge
Protection
lies that care more about profits than
your data. Protecting your equipment from all manner of electrical
nasties is strictly up to you. You
need to know about surge protectors
and the uninterruptible power supply
(UPS).
Today, our subject is surge protectors.
Next time, we’ll cover the functions
of an uninterruptible power supply.
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Power and Its Environs
Under normal circumstances,
electricity travels in waves of a certain size and power. This power is
measured in voltage. The wiring in
most homes and consumer electrical
gadgets, including computer equipment, is designed to accommodate
electrical waves that do not exceed a
certain power: 120 volts in the United States. Power problems occur
when a wave of power on a circuit
designed for 120 volts goes above
the limit. The problem could be a

Sudoku

Q

uestion: What do a lightening
storm and a backhoe operator
working for the phone company have
in common?
Answer: Both can cause your data
to be destroyed and fry the innards of
expensive computer hardware crisper
than a too-done corn fritter from a
cheap catfish joint.
One occurrence is an act of nature.
The other is human error. Both can
send a dangerous surge of electricity
to the very heart of any piece of hardware connected to your wall socket.
A surge that exceeds the upper voltage limits of your equipment can
deliver a boatload of serious damage
right to your desktop. If you are
lucky, only the data on your drive is
corrupted. In the not-so-lucky scenario, pieces and parts of your hardware, including your CPU, get
irreparably zapped.
You can’t do much about lightening or mindless corporate monopo-

www.computoredge.com

short power blink (the lights flicker
and computer loses power and
reboots) or a prolonged power outage.
A power surge, also known as
“transient voltage,” is an increase in
power above the rated capability of
an electrical circuit. Technically
speaking, a “spike” is a surge lasting
for less than three nanoseconds. A
“power surge” is a voltage increase
lasting three seconds or more. In
most areas, spikes and short surges
are common and are often caused by
power fluctuations from the local
grids.
A surge protector is a device
designed to protect downstream
equipment from these types of short
power ups and downs. A UPS, on the
other hand, is designed to keep computer equipment going (or at least let
you shut things down smoothly)
when the power goes off for an
extended period of time.
On the outside, a surge protector
can look like a cheap power strip, so
be careful when making a purchase.
Both devices pass power from the
wall to a series of electrical outlets.
Inside, it’s another story. A surge protector normally has two internal pathways for electricity. If a spike or surge
occurs, the device uses a series of
chokes and fuses to cut off power to
the outlets. Excess power is then
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diverted away from your computer
equipment and onto a grounded circuit using a series of “metal oxide
varistors” (MOVs) or “gas discharge
arrestors.”

i

DEAL

Was that
lightening or a
backhoe hitting an
electrical line
in the alley?
Clamping Voltage
Clamping voltage describes the
amount of power needed to trip the
MOVs and divert power to the ground
circuit. Lower clamping voltage numbers indicate better protection.
For most protectors, clamping
voltage comes in three flavors: 330v,
400v, and 500v. For home computer
equipment, steer toward anything
less than 400v.
Dissipation Rate
The dissipation rate is the most
common statistic quoted by manufacturers. This rating, measured in
joules, lets you know just how much
power a surge protector can absorb
before the device fails. A rating of
400 is OK. If your pocketbook per-
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mits, buy a protector offering a joule
rating of 600.
For a great reference for joule-sizing
a suppression device, visit the Tripp
Lite Web site (www.tripplite.com).
Response Time
Surge protectors take time to
respond when an electrical fluctuation is detected. As with racecars and
blind dates, fast is better. Good surge
protectors have a response time rating of less than a nanosecond.
MOV Indicator Lights
Repeated surges weaken internal
circuitry and can burn out MOV
devices. Higher-quality surge protectors will have lights indicating a
functioning MOV.
Insurance
Here’s where the rubber hits the
road. High-quality manufacturers
back their products with consumer
insurance. If the product fails to protect your computer, they’ll give you
the cash you need to buy a new one.
Of course, this won’t bring back your
data, but a check is better than no
data and no money.
*
* *
What’s that noise? Was that lightening or a backhoe hitting an electrical line in the alley? Better get a
high-quality surge protector as soon
as you can. The equipment you save
could be your own.
Check out Kirk’s new book, Computer Factoids: Tales From the HighTech Underbelly, now available at
Amazon.com and www.computerfac
toid.com.
❏

DATA RECOVERY • ON-SITE SERVICES

CUSTOM SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

Surge Protector Shopping
When it comes to the humble
surge protector, poor quality is easy
to camouflage. Most consumers
don’t bother to read, or even scan,
technical specifications. After all,
they are all the same—right? Wrong.
The computer world is filled with
worthless devices posing as surge
protectors. Everyone with a computer—and I do mean everyone—needs
a high-quality surge protector. Living
without one is a disaster waiting to
happen.
Here is what you need to know to
bypass the garbage and buy real protection for your equipment.
Price
If it says “surge protector” on the
label and costs $10 or less, move on.
Inside, the MOVs will be of poor
quality, and the device will not protect
against big spikes and long surges.
Expect to pay $20, $30, $50 or more
for high-quality surge protection.
The UL Label
Look for a label from the Underwriters Laboratories (UL). (The UL
is a nonprofit organization that tests
electronic products for safety, but not
effectiveness.) A UL tag does not
ensure quality. In fact, many power
strips sport UL tags. Its presence is
merely an indicator of manufacturer
credibility and quality.

When shopping for a surge protector, be sure the UL tag says, “Transient Voltage Surge Suppressor.” On
some products, you can find three
pieces of important information on
the UL label: clamping voltage, dissipation rate, and response time. If
these aren’t on the label, check the
product specifications.
For information about surge protectors, specific products’ test results
and product warnings, visit the Web
site of the Underwriters Laboratories
(www.ul.com).
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Product Ratings

By Charles Carr

reviews@computoredge.com

Mobile (WM, formerly Pocket PC
and Windows CE before that). I’ve
come to the conclusion that the Windows Mobile OS (version 5.0) is simply better than Palm’s latest (version
5.4). Here’s why.
• Text editing in Window Mobile
is a breeze; in Palm OS, it’s a joke.
Simply drag the cursor across any
text just about anywhere, and WM
pops up a neat little dialog asking you
if you’d like to copy, cut or paste it.
With Palm, you still need to hunt
down the Copy command in the Edit
menu—if it’s even offered.
• Palm’s OS treats common document types as if they’re alien species.
After all these years, you still can’t
copy .txt, .doc and other files directly
to the device without first converting
them to .pdb files—a tedious extra
step. Add-ins like Documents-to-Go
help, but come on!
• Windows Mobile has true multitasking, while Palm has a pseudo
system (at best) that requires that
open apps be shut down before
another can load.
• WM’s Taskbar is indispensable.
Palm comes sorta close by allowing
you to see the last few programs run
by holding down the Applications key.
• Finally, in my experience, the
WM Treo 700w crashes less and suffers fewer lockups.
Don’t get me wrong. I love the
heck out of my Palm T|X’s gorgeous
huge screen, fast processor and builtin Wi-Fi, but we need a major OS
update pronto. And, considering the
Treo 700w is manufactured by Palm,
yet runs Windows Mobile, it looks
like I’m not the only one who has
Windows Mobile Beats Palm
Over the past few months, I’ve come to this conclusion.
Agree or disagree? Sound off in
had extensive experience with both a
Palm T|X PDA and a Treo 700w ComputorEdge’s new Reader Forum
Smartphone, which runs Windows at www.computoredge.com

Firefox 2 Beta Available
Paul Kim of the Mozilla Corporation recounts just a few of Firefox
2’s new Microsoft Internet Explorer
headache-inducing features.
Phishing Protection warns users
when they encounter suspected Web
forgeries, and offers to return the user
to their home page. Phishing Protection is turned on by default, and
works by checking sites that users
browse against a local list of known
phishing sites.
Users can now decide how to handle Web feeds, either by subscribing
to them via a Web service or in a
stand-alone RSS reader, or by creating Live Bookmarks in Firefox.
Built-in spell checker. ’Nuff said!
Microsummaries of bookmarks
are regularly updated, compilations
of the most important information on
Web pages, made compact enough to
fit in the space of a bookmark label.
If your system or browser crashes,
Firefox 2 Beta 1’s new Session
Restore feature will start you where
you left off.
Links that would open new browser windows now open in tabs by
default. Individual tabs now include a
Close Tab button.
The extension system in Firefox 2
Beta 1 has been updated to provide
enhanced security.
Kim cautions: “Firefox 2 Beta 1 is
a developer preview release . . . and
is being made available for testing
purposes only.” Download info is
available at www.mozilla.org/projects/bone cho/releases/2.0b1.html.
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 Don’t say we didn’t warn you.
 What is that store’s return
policy?
 We’ve seen better; we’ve
seen worse.
 You’ll probably be happy
you did.
 What are you waiting for?

iPod Wireless Headphones
What could be more cool than listening to your iPod wirelessly? Now
you can say “adios” to cables with
Ten Technology’s (www.tentechnology.com) naviPlay Bluetooth Stereo
Headset Kit (nPBSHK).
The nPBSHK offers a cradle-like
adapter (with retractable stand) that
houses a Bluetooth (1.2) transmitter,
headphones that contain a Bluetooth
receiver, and a microphone for use
with certain cell phones. Adapter
clips accommodating the various
dockable iPod models and a specialized USB cable for charging the
headphones come with the nPBSHK.
You can wander up to 30 feet
away from your iPod while enjoying
crisp, clear stereo and bass instruments. However, wireless for iPod
has a steep price—$200.
Before reaching for your credit
card, note that the nPBSHK has
shortcomings. The adapter’s charging
light sometimes remains on after
recharging is complete, draining the
battery of the iPod you have plugged
into it. It is also incompatible with
iPod-protective skins and cases. The
headphones have no automatic shutoff feature, no controls for remotely
navigating the iPod’s menu, and its
on-off switch and volume controls
are so close to each other that you
can readily push an unintended one.
Also, swiveling an earpiece can
break the internal wiring. Both components contain sealed lithium batteries that require separate recharging—you supply the recharger. 
Review contributed by
Barry Fass-Holmes
COMPUTOREDGE

Calendar
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Friday–Monday, August 4–21

Monday, August 21

■ Enroll for Tuition-Free Training—Dreamweaver,
Photoshop or InDesign. Evening classes start August 21.
Grossmont College ROP. For information, call 619-644-7550
or visit www.grossmont.edu/rop.

■ MCSA/MCSE 2003 Security+ Bootcamp—Fourteen days of
rigorous training. This is for the individual who has a working
knowledge and a minimim of four years experience in IT.
Learn from Sybex’s bestselling author Lisa Donald, and Tcat
Houser. E-mail résumé to info@cesdtraining.com or call
760-871-3100.

Wednesday, August 9
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■ Dreamweaver 8, Intermediate—Part 1 of a two-part free
class sponsored by the San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. Classes will be held from 7:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. in Room 140 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero
Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information,
call 619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

Monday–Friday, August 21–25

Thursday, August 10

■ Learn to become an Oracle DBA from an Oracle certified
instructor. Palomar College program begins August 21, 2006.
For more information, visit www.palomar.edu/csis.

■ Digital Photography, Sharing and Displaying Photos—
A free class sponsored by the San Diego Community College
District, Continuing Education. Class will be held from 9 a.m.
to noon in Room 117 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive
in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information, call
619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

Monday, August 14
■ Network+ Certification Training—This five-week class
runs Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 10 p.m., or choose
a one-week class that meets Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To register, call 760-871-3100. For other
schedules, visit www.cesdtraining.com.

Monday, August 21

Tuesday, August 22
■ A+ Certification Training—This five-week class runs
Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 10 p.m. To register,
call 760-871-3100. Visit www.cesdtraining.com for other
schedules.

Monday, August 28
■ CDIA Certification Training—Certified Document Imaging
Architect—This class runs Monday through Wednesday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To register, call 760-871-3100.

Saturday, September 9

Wednesday, August 16
■ Access Users Group of San Diego will feature a
presentation on “Beginner/Intermediate Queries 2,” by Doug
Murphy. The meeting starts at 6 p.m. at Scripps Miramar
Ranch Library at 10301 Scripps Lake Drive in San Diego. For
more information, visit www.augsd.org.

Saturday, August 19
■ Network+ Certification Training—This class meets two
weekends in a row. The class runs Saturday and Sunday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To register, call 760-871-3100.

Saturday–Sunday, August 19–20
■ Cisco CCNA 2-Day Boot Camp—A two-day course that
runs from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Each student who goes through
the course is guaranteed to pass the CCNA exam the first
time—100 percent guarantee. Reserve your seat today.
Call 619-232-7400, or visit www.ITMentor.com.
COMPUTOREDGE

■ Security+ Certification Training—This one-week class runs
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., or start August
28 through September 1. To register, call 760-871-3100.

■ MCSA/MCSE 2003 with Security+ Certification
Training—This class runs two weekends in a row per
module, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To register, call 760-871-3100
or visit www.cesdtraining.com.
■ Cisco CCNA Certification Bootcamp—This class meets
two weekends in a row, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Seats are limited to
assure multiple router/switches per student. To register, call
760-871-3100 or visit www.cesdtraining.com.
Free events of a non-commercial nature will be listed in Calendar free of charge as
space allows. Commercial events can be advertised in Calendar at a rate of $25 for
25 words or less, with each additional word costing $1. Anything separated by a
space is considered one word.
In either case, type or legibly print your listing, including the date and time of your
event, its location, and the name and phone number of a contact person. Calendar
deadline is 4:30 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication date. Listings will not be taken
over the phone.
All commercial Calendar listings must be paid in advance by check or money order.
Enclose listing with payment, if applicable, and mail to Calendar of Events, c/o
ComputorEdge, P.O. Box 83086, San Diego, CA 92138.
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How Is This Not Libel?
By Jim Trageser

I

f I were, in this space, to accuse
someone by name of deceitful
behavior, of misleading me in some
transaction and causing me harm of
some sort, I (and the good folks at
ComputorEdge) would expect to
hear from said person’s attorneys in
short order. The power of the press is
mighty, but so are the repercussions
for misusing it in a way that causes
harm to others.
Printing falsehoods about someone
else, or even printing harmful information not considered to be the public’s
business, can land you in civil court
under provisions of what is called
“defamation law.” Invasion of privacy,
slander and libel are all different kinds
of defamation, and all can result in
serious financial consequences.
Even the mighty New York Times
and Washington Post recently settled
out of court with a nuclear scientist
who sued after those papers (and others) reported that he had been under
investigation for passing state secrets
to China or other foreign powers.
And yet, while the Times and
Post consider themselves legally (and
ethically) bound to adhere to the laws
governing defamation, several new
Web sites that claim to help women
avoid dishonest men in their dating
lives seem oblivious to the very concept of defamation or privacy.
Libel and Slander, Dot-Com Style
Don’t Date Him Girl (dontdate
himgirl.com) pitches itself as “a powerful online forum for women to share
their dating experiences and warn
other women about the men who have
allegedly cheated on or lied to them!”
But anyone can post anything; the
site doesn’t claim responsibility for
the accuracy of the posts.
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newspaper. So she ought to know
exactly what libel is and how to protect her Web site from it.
I e-mailed Joseph shortly after the
(And beyond the legalities in- story moved and asked her why the
volved, let’s talk fairness for a second: posts on her site should not be conAre we really to believe that only sidered libelous. I never heard back.
It will be interesting to see how
women are ever wronged in love
—that no woman would ever unfairly this case plays out; to date, the courts
have held that what’s libel in print is
disparage her recent ex out of spite?)
Back to the crux of the issue: Men libel online.
are being accused of all kinds of
Competitors
heinous behavior, with no standard of
Not surprisingly, Joseph’s site is not
proof whatsoever. They are identified
by name, city of residence, and even alone in seeking to “out” cads and proa physical description. Some of these tect women. Yahoo! has a whole cate“profiles” even have photographs gory titled “Relationships/Cheating”
(tinyurl.com/sy7fz). WomanSavers
accompanying them.
Much of what is posted here sure .com (womansavers.com), formerly
seems to fit the definition of libel per ManHaters.com, has similar profiles
se—meaning that should the subject of —full names, cities of residence, phothe post choose to sue, they wouldn’t tos. It touts itself as the “World’s
have to prove they were harmed by the Largest Database Ranking Men.” Can
statement, only that the statement was you say, “World’s largest target of
posted. Statements are considered attorneys specializing in defamation”?
If men are posting similar things
libel per se when they are so negative
that anyone’s reputation would invari- about women, I can’t find them.
Doesn’t mean they’re not out there.
ably suffer because of them.
And I do sympathize with women
When you accuse someone of
domestic violence, of drug use, of who’ve been burned by a jerk.But
being a child molester—all of which here’s the thing.A lot of my friends
I found in a few minutes’ brows- have had their hearts broken by a cad.
Most of the time, though, they admiting—you’re on pretty thin legal ice.
The site attempts to counter these ted they liked him because he was a
concerns by offering to print men’s “bad boy.”
No woman really needs a Web site
rebuttals. Giving someone a chance
to say, “Hey, I’m not a child moles- to protect herself from the jerks of the
ter,” is hardly enough to restore their world—not when the cost is many
innocent men having their reputagood name.
tions ruined. (And if the women
being hurt are our sisters, daughters,
Fighting Back
In early July, the Associated Press aunts and mothers, the men being
carried a story about Todd J. Hollis, defamed are our brothers, sons,
an attorney in western Pennsylvania. uncles and fathers.)
Want to protect yourself? Listen to
He’s filed a defamation lawsuit
against the owner of Don’t Date Him what your gut is telling you.
And then act on it.
Girl, Tasha C. Joseph of Miami.
Here’s the rub: According to the
news reports, Joseph is a former
Jim Trageser can be reached via
columnist for the Miami Herald his Web site: www.trageser.com. ❏
www.computoredge.com
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Bookmark our Web page, www.computoredge.com/sandiego, for easy access to these valuable Web sites:
CONSULTING
Business Writing by Nightcats Multimedia
www.nightcats.com
Dick Jonilonis & Associates
www.pmsoftwaresolutions.com

GOVERNMENT
California State Government
www.ca.gov
California Tourism
http://gocalif.ca.gov
City of San Diego
www.sandiego.gov

Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov
San Diego Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
www.sdchcc.com
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
www.sdchamber.org

INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS
Surf Utopia Internet Services
Help/Security/Programming/Hosting
http://surfutopia.net

Department of Motor Vehicles
www.dmv.ca.gov

GDS Storefront Estimation
www.storefrontestimating.com

TRAFFIC
Caltrans
www.dot.ca.gov
Office of Traffic Safety
www.ots.ca.gov
Sigalert
www.sigalert.com

PUBLICATIONS
COMPUTOREDGE MAGAZINE

County of San Diego
www.sdcounty.ca.gov

SOFTWARE

San Diego’s Free Weekly
Computer and Internet Magazine

www.computoredge.com

TRAINING
San Diego Computer Training
www.sandiegocomputertrainingschools.com

WEB DEVELOPERS
AAI - Top Quality! Get More Pay Less!
www.VisualArtsGroup.net

Save a Tree...

Read ComputorEdge Online!
Get all of ComputorEdge paperless. Everything
is available online at www.computoredge.com.

• Digital Dave
• Computer & Internet Articles
• All of Our San Diego Advertisers
• User Groups • Career Opportunities
• Browse our Archive for Back Issues
• Web Shopper for Searching Products & Services

Visit us at www.computoredge.com
COMPUTOREDGE
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User Groups
ComputorEdge provides the computer users of San Diego with this User Group list as a public service.
Groups are listed by name, meeting location by city, and a contact for more information.
APPLE/MAC

Networking, cont.

Chula Vista Apple/Mac UG ________Chula Vista_____________________619-579-9649
Oceanside Macintosh UG (OMUG) __Oceanside _____________________www.omug.net
San Diego Macintosh UG _________San Diego____________________www.sdmug.org
SDMUG North County SIG ________Escondido _____________________760-745-4008

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Business Vision & SBT Users ______Carlsbad _______barb@maverick-management.com
MAS 90/200 North County Users ___Del Mar _______________bill.obrien@barsaco.com
MAS 90/MAS 200 San Diego Users _San Diego __________________ronh@dsdinc.com
Platinum for Windows Users ______San Diego _____________bill.obrien@barsaco.com

CAD
AutoCAD UG
of Chula Vista South Bay ________Chula Vista _________________www.caddigest.net
AutoCAD UG of North County ______Escondido__________________www.caddigest.net
AutoCAD UG of San Diego ________San Diego _______________derek.renn@kelar.com
Pacific Automation SolidWorks UG__San Diego __________www.pacificautomation.com
PADS UG ______________________Sorrento Valley__________Tom@PCBLibraries.com
Pro/E User Group of San Diego ____San Diego __________________www.prodiego.org
Revit User Group of San Diego _____Sorrento Valley _______________rugsd@kelar.com
San Diego SolidWorks UG ________San Diego _____www.triaxialdesign.com/usergroup
San Diego SURFCAM UG _________San Diego _____________________858-271-5400

DTP/GRAPHICS
Adobe Photoshop UG ____________San Diego
CORELDraw UG of San Diego ______San Diego
North County Photoshop UG_______Oceanside
San Diego Macromedia UG ________San Diego

_______http://www.fyiftr.com/photoshop
_____________________619-749-4040
_______________ddean@miracosta.edu
_________________www.sdmmug.com

San Diego Storage
Networking UG (SNUG) _________San Diego __________www.storagenetworking.org
San Diego Windows 2003 UG______San Diego __________________www.sdw2003.org
San Diego Wireless UG (SDWUG) __San Diego ____________________www.sdwug.org
Windows Networking
Solutions UG (WINSUG) ________San Marcos __________________www.winsug.org

SOFTWARE
Access User Group of San Diego ___Mission Valley _________________www.augsd.org
ACT! Online Users Group _________San Diego __________________www.alighten.com
Forth Interest Group _____________San Diego _____________________858-270-8766
FoxPro Developers Network of SD __San Diego __________________www.foxdevsd.org
FrameMaker UG ________________San Diego/San Marcos____jimd@tecstandards.com
Photoshop UG__________________San Diego__________www.sdphotoshopusers.com
North County Photoshop UG_______Oceanside _____________________760-436-9921
San Diego Delphi UG_____________San Diego ______________www.sddug.slctnet.com
San Diego FileMaker Pro User Group San Diego ___________http://sandiego.fmpug.com
San Diego Macromedia User Group
(SDMMUG) __________________San Diego __________________www.sdmmug.net
San Diego .NET Developers Group __San Diego ________________http://sddotnetdg.org
San Diego .NET User Group _______San Diego ___________www.SanDiegoDotNet.com
San Diego Oracle UG (SDOUG)_____Sorrento Mesa_________________www.sdoug.org
San Diego Outlook UG ___________San Diego _______sdoutlookug@yahoogroups.com
San Diego Outlook UG (sdoutlookug) San Diego _http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sdoutlookug
San Diego Perl Mongers __________Mira Mesa ______________http://SanDiego.pm.org
San Diego SAS UG (SANDS)_______varies ______________________kirklafler@cs.com
San Diego SQL Server User Group __San Diego ___________________www.sdsqlug.org
VectorVest UG (Stockheads) _______San Diego _______________www.stockheads.com
Windows User Network___________San Diego ______www.members.tripod.com/wunsd

SPECIAL INTEREST

IBM OR COMPATIBLE
Application Systems Group (ASG) for
IBM Midrange Systems _________San Diego ___________________www.asg400.org
Fallbrook PC User Group__________Fallbrook ______________________www.fpcug.net
Hidden Meadows Computer Club ___Escondido _____________________760-749-3999
IBM and Clones UG______________North Park _____________________760-789-1942
IBM & Cisco UG ________________San Diego _____________________858-232-9763
Ramona Computer Club __________Ramona________________http://tinyurl.com/5peht
Rancho Bernardo Community
Computer Club________________Rancho Bernardo ________________858-487-1711
San Diego Computer Society ______San Diego _____________________www.sdcs.org
San Diego PC UG _______________San Diego ___________________http://sdpcug.org
Seniors Computer Group _________San Diego ___________http://home.san.rr.com/scg
South Bay Computer Club_________Chula Vista _____________ http://tinyurl.com/2zg5r
South East San Diego CUG ________Spring Valley ___________________619-461-1215
Temecula Valley Computer UG _____Temecula _________http://member.apcug.org/tvcug
Tri-City Computer Club ___________Oceanside _________www.tricitycomputerclub.com
Under the Computer
Hood UG (UCHUG) ____________San Diego ____________________www.uchug.org

INTERNET
ASP Developers’ SIG_____________San Diego_______http://asp.sig.webpublishing.com
PHP User Group ________________San Diego ____________________www.sdphp.net
San Diego Association
of Internet Professionals ________San Diego______________http://sd.association.org
San Diego ColdFusion UG _________San Diego ____________________www.sdcfug.org
WebSanDiego.org _______________San Diego ______________http://WebSanDiego.org

LINUX/UNIX
Kernel Panic Linux UG ___________Linda Vista _______________www.kernel-panic.org
LinuxBaja (Spanish) _____________Tijuana, BC _________________http://linuxbaja.org
North Coast Linux UG ____________Encinitas ______________www.NorthCoastLUG.org
San Diego BSD UG ______________San Diego ____________________www.sdbug.org
San Diego Linux UG _____________San Diego ___________________www.SDLUG.org
San Diego Open Source Software UG _San Diego ____________________www.sdoss.org

NETWORKING
Network Professional Assoc. (NPA) _varies ________________________www.sdnpa.org
San Diego Network Users Assoc. ___San Diego ____________________www.sdnua.org
San Diego Small Bus. Server (SBS) _San Diego _______________www.sandiegosbs.org

Association for Computing
Machinery, San Diego Chapter____San Diego ____________________www.sdacm.org
Association of Information
Technology Professionals _______San Diego __________http://www.sandiego.aitp.org
APC Tech Group ________________Internet/Sorrento Vly _____www.apctechgroup.com
Biotech User Group______________San Diego______________www.biotechforums.org
Computer Genealogy Society of SD _San Diego ____________________www.cgssd.org
Cyber Seniors __________________Vista _____________________hsalisbury@cox.net
Database Interest Group (DIG) _____San Diego _______http://dig.sig.webpublishing.com
Defcon San Diego ______________San Diego_____________www.defconsandiego.org
Ebay User Group ________________619-866-0936 ____apcmarketinggroup@yahoo.com
E-Commerce SIG________________San Diego ______________craigklein@onebox.com
Investor SIG ___________________San Diego _________________capitalman@cox.net
Information Technology Service
Management Forum (ITSMF)_____San Diego _____________________619-817-3649
IT Certification Study Group _______San Diego ___www.itcert.sandiegostudygroups.com
MAS90 & MAS 200 San Diego Users _San Diego __________________ronh@dsdinc.com
Mutual Fund Group ______________Tierrasanta _____________________858-277-1185
Nanotechnology Group ___________Global___________________www.nanoforums.org
North County Videomakers Club ____Escondido __________________www.ncvideo.com
The OnLine Times _______________Global ________________www.theonlinetimes.com
Property Management Systems UG _San Diego ________www.pmsoftwaresolutions.com
Repetitive Strain Injury Wellness ___San Diego _______www.A1Productivity.com/rsi.htm
San Diego Bloggers______________San Diego ____http://angecom.com/sdbloggers.htm
San Diego Compiere User Group ___San Diego __________PracticeDirector@oserp.com
San Diego Computer Using
Educators (SDCUE) ____________San Diego ____________________www.sdcue.org
San Diego Java UG (JUG) _________San Diego ____________________www.sdjug.com
San Diego OS/2 UG______________San Diego _____http://home.san.rr.com/cq/sdos2ug
San Diego Palm UG______________San Diego ___________________www.sdpug.com
San Diego Podcasters ____________San Diego ______________www.sdpodcasters.com
San Diego Python UG ____________San Diego ___________________www.sandpyt.org
San Diego Remedy UG ___________San Diego ________________http://www.sdrug.org
SimFlite–Flight Simulation Group ___San Diego ______________http://www.simflite.com
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers (SHPE) _____________Varies __________________http://www.shpesd.org
Southern California NanoTechnology
Business User Group __________San Diego________________www.nanoforums.org
T.A.P.-T.E.N. Research ____________San Diego/Int’l __http://groups.yahoo.com/group/tapten
Techniquelle ___________________San Diego _______________www.techniquelle.com
User Interface Design SIG_________San Diego___________sean.vantyne@mitchell.com
Women in Technology International _San Diego _www.witi.org/center/regionalchapter/sandiego

Please help us maintain this list by sending updates to usergroups@computoredge.com or fax changes to 858-573-0205.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements

Classifieds Now Accepted Online!
Visit our Web site at
www.computoredge.com
Select the San Diego Region and click on “Free Classifieds”

Advertising Policy: The purpose of the classified advertising section of ComputorEdge is to provide

DONATE YOUR car, boat, RV, motorcycle,
heavy equipment or . . . We handle all DMV
paperwork and free towing. Tax receipt
provided. Call 619-370-4000, e-mail
weareone@silent-tears.org or visit www
.SilentTears.us.
MONTGOMERY HIGH School Class of
1981 is having their 25th reunion on
August 19th and is inviting the Class of 80,
82 and 83. If you are interested, please send
an e-mail to class-of-1981@cox.net ASAP.

Used Computers
ASUS MOTHERBOARD Athlon XP2400,
512MB DDR, ATI AGP video, 40GB,
DVD/CD-RW, network, Windows 2000 for
$185, call 619-410-5292.
E-MACHINE PENTIUM 4 Intel chipset
1.8GHz, 512MB RAM, ATI 64MB AGP,
40GB HD, CD-RW, network, Windows XP
$200, call 619-410-5292.
HEWLETT-PACKARD ATHLON 64-bit
3200+ 939 sk, 512MB DDR, 128MB PCI
Xpress, 80GB, CD-RW, network, Windows
XP Pro $300, call 619-410-5292.
HEWLETT-PACKARD PENTIUM 4, keyboard, mouse, printer, and flat screen
monitor $700/obo, call 619-441-9036 or
619-851-8611.
HEWLETT-PACKARD PAVILION 6730,
Pentium III 600MHz, 64MB, 3.2GB, CD,
floppy, sound, USB, 56K modem, NIC,
Windows 98SE, recovery CD, User’s Guide,
keyboard, mouse $50, call 619-448-6396.
IBOOK 12-INCH, 10GB, 128MB, G3 366
$300. Laptop Celeron M 1.4GHz, 60GB,
480MB $450, call 619-303-4084.
PC PENTIUM 4, 256MB RAM, 40GB HD,
DVD, Internet ready, Windows XP, plus
many extras $150, call 760-720-1007.
POWERBOOK G4 1.67GHz, 1GB RAM,
80GB HD, 15-inch 1280x854 display, OSX
10.4, iLife ‘05 included, excellent condition,
includes original packaging, accessories
$1100/obo, call 858-385-1845.
SUN EQUIPEMNT - We have the following
Sun parts: 2 each Sun PN#501-4883 SU
BUS IO board with SOC+. 5 each ST drives
318304FC. 1 each ST 318203FC. 1 each
SUN PN 501-5365 Clock board. 1 each Sun
PN 501-4881 PCI IO board. 14 each Sun
PN 501-2654of memory stick. 4 each Sun
PN 501-4363CPU modules 336MHz (on

a forum for communication within the computer market of the San Diego area. The publishers of ComputorEdge
make no claims or warranties for the products or services advertised in ComputorEdge. It is the responsibility
of the individual to verify the authenticity of any product or service prior to purchase. ComputorEdge will not
knowingly publish any advertising which encourages the copying and illegal sale or distribution of copyrighted
software. It is the responsibility of all buyers and sellers to comply with any licensing agreements in force. The
publishers reserve the right to reject or cancel any ad which does not conform to the standards of the publication.
Instructions: Type or print your ad legibly. Anything separated by a space is considered a word. Legitimate
hyphenated words are considered one word. Indicate on your ad the classified category under which you would like
your ad placed. A phone number must accompany the ad. All classified ads are payable in advance of publication by
check, money order, or credit card. All classified submissions, changes and cancellations must be
received prior to the deadline. Classified advertisements will not be accepted over the phone. Please enclose ad
with payment, if applicable, and any special instructions in an envelope and mail to: ComputorEdge Magazine, P.O.
Box 83086, Attn: Classified Dept., San Diego, CA 92138. To submit your ad online, visit www.computoredge.com/
sandiego. Click on Advertising. For more information, please call 858-573-0315.
Business Ads: Minimum charge – $30.00 for 25 words or less, 50 cents per additional word. To run
your ad in more than one classified section or in more than one issue, multiply cost accordingly (total cost
would equal Ad Cost x Number of Sections x Number of Issues). Discounts for multiple paid ads are as follows:
6 ads – $27.50 each, 9 ads – $26.25 each, 12 ads or more – $25.00 each. Multiple ads must run consecutively.
Free Ads: Private parties may qualify for ONE free classified ad every five weeks, 25 words or less. Each
additional word, 5O cents. Free ads may NOT be used to sell new equipment. Only Categories marked
with a filled-in box qualify for private party ads. Personal ads will be printed on a space available basis when
judged not to be of a commercial nature. There is no responsibility on the part of ComputorEdge to notify parties who
fail to comply with the “free ad” policy. Any questions regarding eligibility for free ads should be addressed, in writing,
to the ComputorEdge Classifieds Department. One submission per month free. Each additional ad is $30.00 for 25
words and 5O cents per additional word.

Deadline: Friday prior to publication, 4:30 p.m. for free private party ads.
Monday prior to publication, 12:00 noon for paid ads. (Excluding Holidays.)
Board part number 501-4882). 1 each Sun
PN 501-4820 FC/AL interface board. 1 each
Sun PN 300-1400 FDK-PEX705-40-184
peripheral board. 3 each Sun PN 300-1444
power supply. Call David Acosta at 760-6391501 or e-mail adcompsale@abac.com.
TOSHIBA LAPTOP A65 with 1.28GB RAM,
3.0GHz, 60GB HD and wireless card and
much more features all $1100/obo, call
619-623-2390.

New Computers
WHY BUY USED?! NEW COMPUTERS
FROM $179! We also offer custom
computers built to your specifications. Visit
www.comp1.com or call 888-882-6671 for
more information.

Computer Parts
RAMBUS 2 512MB 800MHz modules
lifetime warranty ($100 each. Pentium 4
2.0GHz processor $50. Intel 845PE
motherboard $30, call 858-538-4336 from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Miscellaneous Hardware
19-INCH RACK mount on wheels with flip
up 17-inch color LCD screen $100, call
858-847-0200.

Instruction
2-DAY CISCO CCNA BOOTCAMP, San
Diego: August 19-20, 2006. Pass the first time!
100% guarantee! Hurry, register now! Visit
www.ITMentor.com or call 619-232-7400.
COMPUTER TUTOR-EXTRAORDINAIRE,
home/office, one-on-one. Windows
95/98/XP, Microsoft Office, QuickBooks,
Photoshop, AOL, Internet, eBay and more.
Computer setup/repairs. More than
reasonable. Call 619-284-7479.

Laptops
LAPTOP TOSHIBA 5205-S503, Pentium 4,
with Windows XP, 2GB, 15-inch SVGA,
512, 40GB HD, DVD, new battery, excellent
condition $450, call 858-679-0604.

Miscellaneous
EDS-2850 stereo speakers 400W, pair
$400. Epson printer dot-matrix $40.
Wireless to LAN bridge, antenna, 50ft cable
$65. Visit http://acdk.tripod.com or call
858-273-2290.
POWER SURGE outlet for $4.99/obo, call
619-623-2390.
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Announcements
Business Opportunities
CAD
Computer Consultants
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Modems
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Printers
Publications
Rentals
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Services
Software
Supplies
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Used Computers
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Wanted To Buy

Services
HOME2OFFICE COMPUTING SOLUTIONS,
INC. - BBB Member, Custom IT Solutions
for San Diego businesses since 1994,
tailored to organizations of 15-100 workstations and/or multiple servers. Free
business consultation. Guaranteed satisfaction. Call 800-800-9H2O, 858-576-1426,
or visit www.home2office.com.
SIMPLEPOLYGON.COM OFFERS low-cost,
high quality software at the speed of
business for $19.95/hour. We specialize in
Web development/design, AJAX, Java,
.NET, SQL Server, MySQL, JBoss and
Linux, e-mail toby@simplepolygon.com.

Software
WINDOWS 2000 Advance Server CD
$24.99/obo, call 619-623-2390.

Wanted to Buy
LOOKING FOR Commodore/Amiga
hardware. If you have any lying around, let
me take it off your hands and give it a good
home, Gary 619-840-1503.
WANTED - ADOBE Acrobat 5.0 for Mac,
complete with manuals, software, etc.,
Roger 619-264-3686.

Job Hunting?
ComputorEdge can help you knock on doors.
Place a Position Wanted Ad in our Career Opportunities Section
to let the industry know you’ve got the skills to do the job right.

Call 858-573-0315 for help in placing your ad.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
A Slap in the Face
By Douglas E. Welch

V

acations are a wonderful and necessary part of any
career, but returning from a vacation can often feel like
a surprising slap in the face. Pent-up demand for your time,
emergencies, crises, and the simple act of getting back to
work can feel so foreign after even a few days away.
So, while it is important to take vacations to prevent
career burnout, it is also important to put some thought
into returning from vacation.
Take One Day
When planning your vacation, allow at least one day
before and after your actual vacation to decompress and
reenter the real world. The day before departure can be
stressful enough as you pack and make final plans. Don’t
increase this stress by trying to solve every major problem before getting on the plane.
This advice comes straight from experience. Before leaving on my most recent vacation to Hawaii, I spent the last
day struggling with DSL problems at one of my client’s
offices. By the time I made it home that evening, I was barely able to complete my packing before falling into bed.
Allowing one day after you return from your vacation
allows you to readjust to any time changes and get your
home and life back into some order. There is laundry to
do, food to buy, mail to sort and bills to pay, so give yourself at least one day to get a handle on these issues before
jumping back into your work life. It is human nature to
want to cram as much time into the actual vacation location as possible, but by leaving yourself a day at home on
either end, you can keep the restful feeling from crumbling too quickly.

Most importantly, don’t let work know you are back
until the day you return to work. Even if you have allowed
a weekend at the end of your trip, if people know you are
“in town,” they might pepper you with questions and ask
for decisions before you ever set foot in the office.
One sneaky way of getting back to work—without the
hassles of interacting with your co-workers—is to take a
few moments to check e-mail and voice mail that might
have arrived while you were away. Don’t spend your
entire weekend with this, but do a scan for the most critical issues. This way, you won’t be blindsided by potential
crises the moment you walk in the door.
Nothing can be more disheartening than returning to
the office to an unforeseen crisis. Talk about a smack in
the face.
Protect Yourself
Whatever you do, find some way to protect the rest
and relaxation you have gathered about you on vacation.
Fretting over bills and money, or worrying about personnel issues, should not be your first thoughts. Your goal is
to ease back into your work life, while carrying with you
as much “mellow” as you can.
Travel should be mind-expanding and invigorating, as
well as restful. What new experiences did you have?
How can these experiences be used to improve your life
and work? How would it improve your career? You
might be surprised just how much of your vacation life
you can retain once you return to work.
Planning your return from a vacation is just as important as planning the vacation itself. Don’t let the work
world drag you back into a deadening routine immediately. Use your vacation as a jumping-off point to new ideas
and new attitudes. The peace of mind—and the career
you preserve—might just be your own.
❏

Check Out
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Tuition-Free
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
Computer Services
Computer Circulation Center
Buy, Sell, Trade, Laptops, PCs, Repairs,
Upgrades, Virus and Spyware Removal.
24-48 Hours Turnaround—858-573-0411
DataGuys, Inc.
The Personal Service You Should Expect!
2 Openings for Small Biz/Corp. Clients
Full-Service, On-Call, 24/7 Support
We Can be at Your Site Within The Hour
Secure Hosting/Database Development
Complete Computer Repair/Data Recovery
Free Corp. Consultation/Offer Code: DG2
Call 619-606-6406.
GizmoTek Consulting
PC/Network Services for Sm Biz/Home.
Install, Upgrade, Fix. Onsite Service.
Paul 619-216-2580
Supertek Computer Service
Sales, Service, Upgrades and Networks
Installation, Setup, Friendly Service
800-633-9499—www.supertek.net

Consulting
Home2Office, Inc.
2003 San Diego Better Business Bureau
Torch Award Winner! Free Network Needs
Analysis (Companies 15-100 Workstations)
Microsoft/CITRIX, Cisco, Apple Certified!
Expert Troubleshooting, Security, VPN,
Spam Solutions. WAN/LAN/Wi-Fi
858-576-1426 or 800-800-9H2O
www.home2office.com
Software Blueprint IT Consulting
Get IT Done Right the First Time!
Solid Dependable Network IT Service
www.SoftwareBlueprint.com—800-840-2499

Data Recovery

1 A Advanced Data Solutions
A Recognized Worldwide Trusted Leader
Recomended by Major Corporations
San Diego’s #1 Data Recovery Experts
1. Over 20 Years Hands-On Experience
2. Free Evaluations, No Data - No Charge
3. Professionally Trained and Certified
4. Cutting Edge High Tech. Skills/Equip
5. All Failures, Media, and OS Supported
6. RAIDS/Network Servers/NAS/Workstation
7. Certified Class 100 Clean-Room
8. All Work Done In-House, No Middle Man
9. Best Price/Results, Fastest Turnaround
10. Accurate, Friendly, Confidential, Svc
11. Gov, Corp., Co., School PO’s Accepted
12. Aqui Hablamos Su Idioma
13. 24Hr Emergency Svc. Pick-Up/Delivery
www.adv-data.com 24Hrs/7 day 619-336-1400
1US Recovery/SDCom.com
Professional Data Recovery Services
On All Operating Systems and Media.
Free Diagnostic. See Our Ad. Toll Free
1-US-Recovery—www.1usrecovery.com
CBL Data Recovery Technologies, Inc.
Manager Doug Owens
San Diego 619-449-1200
www.cbltech.com—1-800-551-3917
HDO Data Recovery Service
Competent, Professional Care Since 1987
Hard Disks, Floppy, Jazz, Zip, Syquest, Etc.
Free Diagnostic, See Ad—858-455-0277

Disk Duplication
Affordable Duplication Service
Highest Quality CD/DVD Duplication
Full-Color Direct-to-Disc Printing
Custom Media, Jewel Cases, Inserts,
Booklets, Fast Turnaround—Satisfaction
Guaranteed. CD/DVD Duplicators for Sale
or Rental. Please See Our Display Ad and
Web Site. www.affordable-duplication.com
619-462-0702

# 1 AAA San Diego Data Recovery
SD’s #1 Largest Auth Data Recovery Center
Free Pickup - Onsite Cleanroom. RAID,
Hard Drives, Floppy, Tape, Flash, Photos.
Founded by: Former UCSD Professor.
Forensic Recovery - PDAs and MP3s
Call 619-977-7340—858-523-1633

Golden Gate Software
CD Duplication — No Minimum
Low Prices — Quality Service
www.ggsft.com—858-274-5938

#1 Data Recovery Service
Best Prices, Service and Results.
Please Visit www.24hrdatarecovery.com
Call 619-696-1370/Toll Free 888-744-8808

Macsimizers
On-Site Service for Home and Small
Office Needs. Serving SD County Since
1988. Richard Parcel—619-465-6499
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Networking
JNet Services
Network Services for SMBs
Microsoft Certified, Member BBB
Windows 2000/2003, SBS 2000/2003
760-271-6528—www.jnetservices.com
NetNerds Corporation
Specializing in IT Consulting Services
PC/Servers/Networks. On-Site Service
www.netnerdscorp.com—858-549-7636
North County Technology Group
San Diego County’s First Certified
Microsoft Small Business Specialist
www.nctg.com—760-734-4315
QuietStone Computing Solutions
Specializing in Configuring Computer
Networks, Wireless Systems, and VPNs.
MCSE, BSBA/CS 619-992-7737

Programming
Golden Gate Software
Quality Work Using MS Technologies
VB.NET, Access DB, ASP.NET, SQL Server
CD Duplication. ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Repair
AAA Emergency PC Repair
Off Hours/Weekends/Holidays Immediate Svc
Temp or Perm Repairs On-Site/In Shop.
Pickup/Delivery Available—619-889-9674
Chips and Memory
PC Repair and Upgrade
$25 Diagnostics
858-279-2447
LaserQuick
Free Phone Estimates/1-Day Repair Service
Low-Cost Flat-Rate Labor (Free Cleaning)
619-441-5020—Toll Free 877-354-2045
MPCR (Mobile Portable Computer Repair)
On-Site Notebook/Desktop Computer Repair
A+, Toshiba, Compaq Certified Technician
760-434-8899 or www.mobilepcr.com

Web Developers
AAI Web Graphics & E-Commerce
Solutions
Our Prices and Completion Time Will Amaze
You! Top Quality Guaranteed. Free Consult
760-438-3030 www.VisualArtsGroup.net
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